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I. INTRODUCTION
Many EAs have been proposed for the problems of global optimization. So far, different evolutionary algorithms have been proposed for optimization. Recently, a new algorithm has been proposed by Atashpaz-Gargari and Lucas [1] which has inspired not natural phenomenon, but of course from a socio-human from phenomenon. This algorithm has looked at imperialism process as a stage of human's sociopolitical evolution. The Imperialist Competitive Algorithm makes relation between humans and social sciences on one hand, and technical and mathematical sciences on the other hand, having a completely new viewpoint about the optimization topic. In the ICA algorithm, the colonies move towards the imperialist country with a random radius of movement. In [2] CICA algorithm has been proposed that improved performance of ICA algorithm by thechaotic maps are used to adapt the angle of colonies movement towards imperialist's position to enhance the escaping capability from a local optima trap. The ICA algorithm is used for Neural Network Learning based on Chaotic Imperialist Competitive Algorithm [3] . Binary HNN is a Hopfield neural network used for solving constraints in optimization problems [4] . In [5] the HNN algorithm is hybridized with genetic algorithm. In [6] the HNN algorithm is hybridized with simulated annealing.
The aim of this paper is twofold: First we apply ICA algorithm to solving SAT problem and second we present a novel hybrid Hopfield network and ICA for solving SAT problems that constraint are managed by the HNN and the quality of the solution obtained is improved by the ICA algorithm.
The proposed algorithm (HNNICA) has a good performance for solving SAT problems. The HNN algorithm reduces the search space of the ICA algorithm. The performance of HNNICA has been evaluated in several SAT problems and it compared with the ICALR proposed and LPPH with very good results in all test instances considered. The empirical results obtained using the benchmarks indicate that the speed of convergence and the quality of solutions are better than LPPH. The HNNICA and ICALR algorithms have been tested on randomly generated problems and some classes of problems from the DIMACS test set.
The rest of this paper organized as follows: Section 2,provides an introduction of SAT problem. In section 3, Imperialist Competitive Algorithms are reviewed. In section 4, two new algorithms proposed for solving SAT. In section 5, is devoted to simulation results and finally section 6, conclusion and related work the paper.
II. SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM
The Satisfiability (SAT) problems belong to an important class of discrete constraint satisfaction problems (CSP). The SAT problem is a set of clauses { 1 , 2 , … , } on n variables = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) , ∈ {0,1} and a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF). 
A clause is a combination of literals where a literal is a Boolean variable or its negation . If the number of literals is for all clauses, then SAT is referred to as -SAT. The goal of the SAT problem is to determine whether there exists an assignment of truth values to variables that makes the CNF formula satisfiable. The propositional satisfiability (or SAT) problem is one of researched problems in computer science and artificial intelligence, mathematics, machine vision, robotics and computer-aided manufacturing. In this paper, we transform the fitness function to Lagrange Multipliers representation. So objective in continuous space may "smooth out" some infeasible solutions, leading to a A Hybrid Hopfield Network-Imperialist Competitive Algorithm for Solving the Satisfiability Problems
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smaller number of local minima explored.
where 
The above problem can be reformulated using Lagrange multipliers into the following unconstrained problem Lagrange function for SAT is defined as follow:
The last decade, several algorithms have been developed for solving the SAT problem. These algorithms divided into two main classes: complete (Systematic) and incomplete algorithms (non-systematic). An algorithm is complete, if return a solution for a problem if one exists, and prove it unsolvable otherwise.
The most efficient complete algorithms are based on the Davis-Putnam-Loveland procedure [9] . This algorithm is a complete, backtrackingbased algorithm for deciding the satisfiability of propositional logic formulae in conjunctive normal form. Several algorithmic variations of the Davis-Putnam procedure have been proposed [10] .
The SAT problems are hard to solve using complete algorithms. One way to overcome for this problem is Local search algorithms [11] , [12] , [13] and evolutionary algorithms [14] - [18] .These include techniques Such as Simulated Annealing [19] The GSAT starts with a randomly generated truth assignment. It then changes the variable assignment that leads to the largest increase in the total number of clause satisfied. GSAT is greedy because it always tries to increase the number of true clauses.
In [24] is introduce the Lagrange programming neural network methods for SAT problem and showed that the LPPH algorithm outperforms the DPL and the BM algorithms. In [25] analyzed the stability and the local convergence properties LPPH algorithm.
Dynamical differential equations for LPPH are defined as follows: LPPH algorithm is a lagrangian programming neural network with polarized high-order connections. In this algorithm neuron corresponds to variable . The potential of neuron is . Each neuronhas a polarity for each connection. If literal in clause is negative so polarity is negative. The input to neuron via connection is ≠ or − ≠ and dynamic differential equations for LPPH are = − =1 ( ) , = 1, 2, … , .
Here ( , ) ≥ 0 and , = 0 is a solution of the CONSAT. That is the attenuation coefficient, which influences the performance of the LPPH. Each weight w r increases according to the degree of unsatisfiability of clause r . This causes changes in the energy landscape of satisfiability problems are used for comparing results are shown in Tables I, II. Imperialist Competitive Algorithm (ICA) is a new evolutionary algorithm in the Evolutionary Computation field based on the human's socio-political evolution. The algorithm starts with an initial random population called countries. Some of the best countries in the population selected to be the imperialists and the rest form the colonies of these imperialists. In an N dimensional optimization problem, a country is 1 × array. This array defined as below
The cost of a country is found by evaluating the cost function ( )at the variables ( 1 , 2 , 3 , … , ) . Then
The algorithm starts with N initial countries and the best of them (countries with minimum cost) chosen as the imperialists. The remaining countries are colonies that each belong to an empire. The initial colonies belong to imperialists in convenience with their powers. To distribute the colonies among imperialist proportionally, the normalized cost of an imperialist is defined as follow
where, is the cost of nth imperialist and is its normalized cost. Each imperialist that has more cost value, will have less normalized cost value. Having the normalized cost, the power of each imperialist is calculated as below and based on that the colonies distributed among the imperialist countries.
On the other hand, the normalized power of an imperialist is assessed by its colonies. Then, the initial number of colonies of an empire will be = .
where, is initial number of colonies of nth empire and is the number of all colonies.To distribute the colonies among imperialist, of the colonies is selected randomly and assigned to their imperialist. The imperialist countries absorb the colonies towards themselves using the absorption policy. The absorption policy shown in Fig. 1 makes the main core of this algorithm and causes the countries move towards to their minimum optima. The imperialists absorb these colonies towards themselves with respect to their power that described in Eq. 19. The total power of each imperialist is determined by the power of its both parts, the empire power plus percents of its average colonies power.
= + ξmean{cost coloniesofempire n (19) where is the total cost of the nth empire and is a positive number which is considered to be less than one.
In the absorption policy, the colony moves towards the imperialist by x unit. The direction of movement is the vector from colony to imperialist, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this figure, the distance between the imperialist and colony shown by d and x is a random variable with uniform distribution. Where is greater than 1 and is near to 2. So, a proper choice can be = 2 . In our implementation is 4 ( ) respectively.
In ICA algorithm, to search different points around the imperialist, a random amount of deviation is added to the direction of colony movement towards the imperialist. In Fig. 1 , this deflection angle is shown as , which israndomly chosen and with an uniform distribution. While moving toward the imperialist countries, a colony may reach to a better position, so the colony position changes according to position of the imperialist. In this algorithm, the imperialistic competition has an important role. During the imperialistic competition, the weak empires will lose their power and their colonies. To model this competition, firstly we calculate the probability of possessing all the colonies by each empire considering the total cost of empire.
where, is the total cost of nth empire and is the normalized total cost of nth empire. Having the normalized total cost, the possession probability of each empire is calculated as below
After a while all the empires except the most powerful one will collapse and all the colonies will be under the control of this unique empire. The sequence of ICA algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . 
The number of variables of is n. In ICA approach, the fitness of a country is interpreted as the worth of its location in the search space. The matrices and are updated in each decade. The pseudo code for the proposed method is shown below: 
B. HNNICA Algorithm
In This section, we propose to combine the HNN with ICA algorithm to solving SAT problem. The HNNICA algorithm is formed using the HNN and the ICA. In the proposed algorithm, HNN runs before calculating the fitness function for each individual in the ICA. The HNN reduces the search space of ICA algorithm and HNN discards some solutions that are not feasible for SAT problem. In the HNNICA, HNN is for local search and ICA is good for global searchability.
The HNNICA is proposed for solving Lagrange multipliers. In Fig. 4 , the Diagramof the HNN algorithm is shown. The procedure of the proposed algorithm is shown as follows:
Step1: The SAT problem is formulated to a Lagrange function that this function is unconstraint and continues.
Step2: Initialize countries of ICA (random).
Step3: For every individual run the HNN to obtain a feasible P. (In Fig. 5 , Flowchart of HNN for solving the SAT problem is shown.) Step 7: While (Number of decades).
In Hopfield is described as follows: the output of neurons represents value of lagrange multipliers and variables of SAT. The weights are chosen such that an energy function can be defined that it is lagrangian function and lowest energy state is best solution. Hopfield evolve energy function in time to decrease monotonically until a stable steady state is reached.
This steady state is corresponded to the optimal solution. First SAT encoded to Lagrangian function and secondly an energy function and the corresponding weights have to be determined.
In Fig. 5 show diagram of Hopfield network is used in HNNICA. In HNNICA runs HNN algorithm for 20 iterations. InFigs. 6,7 details of implementation HNNICA algorithm are shown. In this paper, first a new algorithm that combines ICA and LR to solve SAT problem has been proposed. The results obtained after solving some instances of the SAT showed that ICALR is computationally efficient in solving these problems. ICALR was faster than PSOLR.
In PSOLR, we use PSO algorithm for solving SAT problem. ICALR provides solutions that are comparable to these approaches. In terms of the solution quality, the ICALR provided a "best solution" with a lower cost than PSOLR for problem sizes larger than 200 variables.
In Table III , the parameters for ICA algorithm and PSO algorithm are shown.In some of instances ICALR may trap into local optima that it shows in Figs. 8, 9 and Table IV Secondly, a new hybrid Hopfield neural networkImperialist competitive algorithm (HNNICA) for solving SAT problem has been presented. The algorithm consists of a Hopfield neural network which manages the problem's constraints, hybridized with ICA which improves the solution obtained from the network. Simulations in a set of SAT benchmark problems have shown very good performance of the algorithm. The results are shown in Tables V, VI. HNNICA algorithm, enhance the global search capability of the HNN algorithm. This idea balances the exploration and exploitation abilities of the proposed algorithm, using ICA and HNN. We examined the proposed algorithm in several SAT problems. From the results of experimentations on SAT problems, we observed that the proposed ICALR and HNNICA algorithms, especially HNNICA is superior to HNN. Figs. 10, 11 show the results for eight SAT problems. These problems are solved by the LPPH. In the LPPH, parameter is attenuation coefficient of weights. The performance of LPPH for solving the SAT strongly depends the value of .The good value for depends the problem. In Fig. 11 , show CPU time using changing the value of . Fig.  11 shows the results of HNNLR for selecting good value for is somewhat relaxed than the LPPH.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper is proposed two algorithm for Solving SAT problems. First, a new algorithm that combines ICA and LR to solve SAT problem has been proposed. Secondly, this paper presents a hybrid Hopfield network (HNN)-ICA to solve the SAT problem. In this proposed algorithm, Hopfield neural network (HNN) manages the problem's constraints and ICA algorithm searches for high quality solutions and minimum cost. HNN hybridized with ICA which improves the solution obtained from the network. Simulations in a set of SAT benchmark problems have shown very good performance of the algorithm. HNNICA algorithm, enhance the global search capability of the HNN algorithm. This idea balances the exploration and exploitation abilities of the proposed algorithm, using ICA and HNN. Simulations are observed that the ICALR and HNNICA algorithms have a good performances, especially HNNICA is superior to HNN. In the future, we will work on the effect of the PSO algorithm on the performance of the ICA algorithm. The results show the HNNLR for selecting good value for is somewhat relaxed than the LPPH.
